
 

 

 

ME6703 COMPUTER INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS  

 
UNIT-I INTRODUCTION  

1.  Define – CAD  and CAM                        

      CAD may be defined as any design activity that involves the effective use if computer to  

     create, modify or document engineering design. 

CAM may be defined as an effective use of computers and computer technology in the 

planning, management and control of the manufacturing function. 

   

2.  List out the fundamental reason for implementing a CAD system.           

     Reasons for implementing a CAD system are 

a. Identify productive activities. 

b. Develop an implementation plan. 

c. Establish good practices. 

d. Plan your system architecture.  

 

3. Define – CIM  

Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) denotes the pervasive use of computer system 

to design the products, plan the production, control the operations, and perform the various 

information-processing functions needed in a manufacturing firm. 

CIM = CAD + CAM + Business function                                                                                                  

     

4. Write the types of production                          

a. continuous production 

 The process is carried out on a continuous stream of material, with no interruptions in the 

output flow. 

b. batch production 

 batch production is discontinuous because there are interruptions in production between 

batches. 

 

5. What is lean production?     

     Lean production means operating the factory with the minimum possible resources and yet 

maximizing the amount of work that is accomplished with these resources.  

      

6. Define – Production Capacity  

 Production capacity is defined as the maximum rate of output that a production facility is 

able to produce under a given set of assumed operating conditions. 

 

7. Define – Utilization and Availability                                                                       

 Utilization refers to the amount of output of a production facility relative to its capacity. 
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 Where, Q = actual quantity produced by the facility during a given period of time 

  PC = production capacity for the same period 

 

 Availability is defined using two other reliability terms, mean time between failures 

(MTTF) and mean time to repair (MTTR). 

  

               
         

    
 

 

8. Define – Manufacturing Lead Time                     

     The total time required to process a given part of product through the plant, including any 

lost time due to delays; time spent in storage, reliability problems and so on. 

 

9. Define – Direct Labor, Material and Overhead Cost 

 Direct labor cost is the sum of wages and benefits paid to the workers who operate the 

production equipment and perform the processing and assembly tasks. 

 Material cost is the cost of all raw materials used to make the product. 

 Overhead costs are all of the other expenses associated with running the manufacturing 

firm. 

 

10. Define – Fixed Cost and Variable Cost 

 A fixed cost is one that remains constant for any level of production output. 

(Example) the cost of the factory building and production equipment, insurance and property taxes. 

 A variable cost is one that varies in proportion to the level of production output.  

(Example) direct labor, raw materials and electric power to operate the production equipment. 

 

11. Name five typical factory overhead expenses 

 1. Insurance 

 2. Factory and equipment depreciation 

 3. Applicable taxes 

 4. Power 

 5. Maintenance crew 

 

12. Name five typical corporate overhead expenses 

 1. Corporate executives 

 2. Sales and marketing 

 3. Finance department 

 4. Security personnel 

 5. Research and development 

 

13. Define – Automation                                                                                             

 Automation can be defined as the technology by which a process or procedure is 

accomplished without human assistance. It is implemented using a program of instructions 

combined with a control system that executes the instructions. 



 

 

14. Write the basic elements of an automated system.                           

      An automated system consists of three basic elements:  

1. Power 

2. Program of instructions 

3. Control system 

 

15. Differentiate open loop and closed loop control system in an automation system.                                           

     An open loop control system operates without the feedback loop. In this case, the controls 

operate without measuring the output variable, so no comparison is made between the actual value 

of the output and the desired input parameter. 

 A closed loop control system is one in which the output variable is compared with an input 

parameter, and any difference between the two is used to drive the output into agreement with the 

input. 

 

16. Identify the five levels of automation in a production plant.                                                 

       1. Device level 

  2. Machine level 

  3. Cell or system level 

  4. Plant level 

  5. Enterprise level 

 

17. What is the role of CIM in manufacturing? 

CIM is most closely associated with functions in manufacturing engineering such a 

process planning and numerical control (NC) part programming. 

 

18. What are important applications of CIM in manufacturing planning? 

 The applications of CIM can be divided into two broad categories. 

a. Manufacturing planning b. Manufacturing control 

 

 
     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



UNIT-1 16 Marks 

1. Design process in CAD System? 

The  various design related tasks which are performed by a  modern 

computer aided design system can  be  grouped into four functional areas: 
1.  Geometric modelling 
2.  Engineering analysis 
3.  Design review and   evaluation 

4.  Automated drafting 

Geometric modelling: 

I n   co m p ut e r-a i d e d   d e s i g n,   g eo m e t ri c  m o de ll i ng   i s c once rne d  wit h   

the  c om put e r- com p at i b le   m a t hema ti cal description  of  the  geometry of  an   

object.  The   mathematical description allows the image of the object to be  

displayed and manipulated on  a  graphics terminal  through signals from the CPU  

of the CAD  system. The  software that provides geometric modelling capabilities 

must be  designed for efficient use  both by  the computer and   the human 

designer. 

Wire Frame Modelling: 

1.   2D.  Two-dimensional representation  is  used for a  flat object. 

2.   2 1 2  D. This  goes  somewhat beyond the 2D capability by   permitting  a   

three-dimensional  obj ect  to  be represented as  long  as  it has   no  

side-wall details. 

3.   3D.  This   allows for full  three-dimensional modelling of a  more  complex    

    geometry 

Engineering Analysis: 

 

✱ In the formulation of nearly any Engineering design project, some  types 

of analysis is  required. 

✱ The   analysis  may   involve  stress-strain  calculations, heat  transfer  or  

use   of  differential  equations  to describe the  dynamic behaviour of  

the system being designed. 

✱ CAD/CAM systems often include engineering analysis software  which  

can   be   called  to  operate  on   the current  design model. 

Design, Review & evaluation: 

✱ Checking   the   a c cur a cy   of   the  d e s i g n   can   be accomplished conveniently  

on  the graphics terminal. 

✱ A procedure called layering is  often helpful in  design review. 

✱ Another  procedure  for  design  review  is  interference checking. 
  Automated drafting: 

✱ It  involves the  creation of  hardcopy  engineering drawings directly from the CAD  

database. 

✱ C A D  systems   can   increase   productivity  in   the drafting   function  more  over  5 

times  of  manual drafting. 

✱ Thise  feature  includes  automatic  drawing,  hatched areas,  scaling, zoom,  etc. 



2. Explain Concurrent Engineering? 

  In  olden  days, in  the conventional manufacturing process, the  details  

about how  to  achieve quality  of  product,  cost  of product  and   variety  of  

products are  not  given   back   to  the designer at   sufficiently early stage. 

Hence, the whole  process takes too long.  But, the current trends in 

manufacturing engineering break the firewall between the designer and 

manufacturing personnel to achieve high quality product throughout the  

product  development  phase.  The   current trends in manufacturing 

technology  requires high  quality with a cc ep ta b l e   le v el s   o f  d efect s   (o r)  

zero  defects.   S o   t h e achievement of  high   quality is  the responsibility of  

everyone in   an   organization.  The   quality  will   be   lost  if  there  is  a 

demarcation  between  design  and   manufacturing department. To get high  

quality, the design should be  modified to meet the manufacturing requirements 

at an  early stage. 

Hence the  design and   the  manufacturing  system should be  developed 

simultaneously.  This  is  known as  simultaneous engineering  or concurrent  

engineering. 

In concurrent engineering, the design is  developed by the experts from 

various fields  like  materials, manufacturing processes, assembly, inspection, 

maintenance  and   marketing. 

The  life  cycle  of  a  product consists of  design phase, the manufacturing 

phase and  the end-of-life phase. In  conventional product cycle,  the design and  

manufacturing are separated and occur sequentially.  

 

 

 

 

 

I n   t h i s ,   t he    d e s i g n   co o r d i n a t o r  co o rd i na t e s   t h e suggestions  

from  all   the  experts  of  various  departments around him. 

The  design coordinator moves   the new  design to all  the experts.  The   

experts discuss it  and   suggest  design  changes. The  design is  then passed back  

to the design coordinator. He accepts the  suggestions, modifies the  design and   

sends it to the  experts  again  for evaluation.  On  each   integration,  there will  

be  fewer and   fewer changes  and   finally optimum design is  arrived 

 

 



3. Explain CASA/SME Model of CIM/CIM Wheel? 

CIM  is  the integration of total  manufacturing enterprise by  using  

integrated  system  and   DATA  communication  with new  managerial 

philosophies that improves organizational and personnel efficiency. 

At  the beginning of 80‟s  CIM  wheel was  developed. Main idea   was   the  

holistic view  of  the enterprise, on  the  basis of the CIM. 

In   center  core of  the CIM   wheel stands  the  integrated architecture  

(Integrated System Architecture) with a  common database  (common DATA),  the  

information administration and c o m m un i c a t i o n   ( i nf o rm a t i o n   re s o ur ce s   m 

 a na g e m e nt  & communication). 

On  the second / middle level  of the enterprise, functions s uch   as   factory   

automation,  product  and   processes  and manufacturing planning and  conrol 

over the components of the integrated architecture links with one  another 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T h e    t hi r d    l e v e l    i s    o ut e r   ri m    was    c on s i d ered administrative  

level.   It  concerns manufacturing management and  personnel management, 

marketing, strategic planning and financial  system. The   advancement of  the 

CIM  wheel  is  the manufacturing enterprise wheel. 

 

4. Explain Types of Production? 

Depending upon  the quantities produced in  a  factory, the production system can  be  

classified into three  types 

(i)   Job shop  production (low  production) (ii)   Batch production (medium production) 

(iii)   Mass production (high   production) 

Job shop Production: 

Job shop   production is  a  type of  manufacturing process in  which small  batches  of  a  

variety of  custom  products  are made. 

In   the  j ob  shop   process  flow   most  of  the  products produced, require  a   unique  

setup  and   sequence  of  process steps. 

H e r e   t he   v o l um e   o f  production   rang es   from   1   to 100   units/year. This   

type  of  production system  comes   under low  volume production. 

 



Batch production: 

Batch production is  defined by  American Production and Inventory   Control So ci e t y           

( A PI C S )   “ a s     a     f o r m     o f manufacturing in  which the job  passes through the 

functional departments  in   lots  or  batches  and   each   lot  may   have   a different routing.” 

H e r e    t he     v o l u m e    o f    p ro d uc t i o n     r a ng e s    f r om 100 to 10,000 

units/year.   This   production  system  justified  by medium  volume production. 

Mass Production: 

Mass production refers to the  process of  creating  large number of similar  products 

efficiently. 

This   production system is  justified by  very large volume of  production (i.e.  10,000  to 

millions of units per year). 

Manufacturing of cars and  guns are the few  examples of mass production. 

 

5. Explain Basic Elements of Automated System. 

Automation is the technology by which a process (or) procedure  is   accomplished without  

human  assistance.  An automated  system consists of three basic   elements 

1.   Power  To  accomplish the process and   to operate the automated system. 

2.   Program of instructions To  direct the process. 

3.   Control system   To  actuate  the instructions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Power to accomplish the automated process: 

In  automated  system, the power is  required to drive the process  as  well  as   controls. The   

primary  source of  power in automated system is electricity. Other power source for 

automation includes fossil  fuels, solar energy, water and  wind energy. 

Program  of  instructions: 

The   action  performed  by   an   automated  process  are defined  by  a  program  of  

instructions.  In   the manufacturing operation, part  (or) product requires  one  or  more 

processing steps that are unique to that part or product. These processing steps  are  performed 

during  a   work  cycle.   A  new   part  is completed during  each   work cycle.  The   

particular  processing steps for the work cycle  are specified in  a work cycle  program. Work  

cycle  programs are  called part  program in   Numerical Control (NC). 

Control  System: 

In   many systems, it  is  not  enough just  to  measure  a parameter. It  is  also   required  to  

control the  parameter.  A parameter  is  either  maintained  as   constant  or  varied  in   a pre-

programmed  way. 

 

 

 

 

 



6. Explain Various control system? 

Open Loop Control System: 

In  this system, the control parameter is simply regulated. Just like  a  fan  regulator 

which merely regulates  the speed of fan   with various settings. Here the output  is  only  

regulated as  per the pre-programed set up 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Closed Loop Control System: 

In   this  system, the  control parameter is instantaneously  controlled. This is  achieve 

by the means of a feedback. From the output a feedback is generated. This   generated signal is  

compared with the set conditions in the  control  system.  If  there  is   a   difference,  an   error  

is generated.  To  compensate the  error,  control is  activated  and output  is   varied  to  match  

the  set  condition. This   process continues till the error is  nil  or zero. 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Explain Various Levels Automations. 

 In   many  factory operations,  the  concept  of  automated               

s y s t e m   ca n   b e   a pp l ie d   t o  v ar io us   l e v el s .  The   l ev el   o f automation can  be  

defined as  an  amount of the manning level with focus  around the machines, which can  be 

either manually operated,  semi-automated  or fully   automated. There are  five possible levels   

of  automation in  a  production plant and   their hierarchy 

1.  Device level: 

           This   is   the  lowest  level   in   automation  hierarchy.  It includes  sensors,  actuators  

and   other  hardware  components that  comprise the  machine level.   The   devices are  

combined into the individual control loops  of the machine, example: the feedback control loop  

for one  axis   of a  CNC  machine. 

2.  Machine level: 

         The   hardwa re  from dev ice   l evel   is   as sem bled   into individual machines. Control 

functions at  this  level   include   performing   the   sequence   of   s t e p s   i n   t he       program   

o f instructions  in   the  right  order and   making sure  that  each steps  is   properly  ex ecuted.  

E xam ple:   Indus trial  robots, powered  conveyors and   automated  guided vehicles (AGV). 

 

 



3.  Cell (or)   System level: 

        This   is  the  manufacturing cell   or  system  level,   which operates under instructions 

from the plant level.   The  system level   is  a  group  of  machine  (or) workstations  connected  

and supported  by  a   material  handling  system,  a   computer  and other  equipments  needed 

for a  manufacturing process 

4. Plant level: 

 This   is   the  production system  level   and   it  receives instructions from the corporate 

information system and translate  them into operation plan for production. 

5. Enterprise level 

 This   is  the  highest level   and   it  is  concerned with  all f unctio ns   necessary  t o    

manage   the   company   incl u de s marketing  and   sales,  accounting, design  research,  

aggregate planning and   master  production scheduling (MPS). 

8. Expalin the Just in time Approach. 

 JIT is  a  philosophy of  manufacturing  based on  planned elimination of all wastes and  

continuous improvement of productivity. 

 JIT  approach involves a  continuous  commitment  to the pursuit of excellence in  the 

manufacturing system design and operation. JIT  seeks to manufacture  100%  good  products 

JIT seeks  to  produce  only   required items, at  the  required time and   in   the  required  

quantities.  JIT  seeks  to  achieve the following goals. 

1.  Zero defects 

2.  Zero setup  time 

3.  Zero inventory 

4.  Zero handling 

5.  Zero breakdown 

6.  Zero lead   time 

7.  Lot size  of  one 

Zero defects: 

 There is  a  belief  that a  certain level  of defective  product is  unavoidable. But this is 

contradicted by JIT approach which aims to eliminate, once  and   for all,  the causes of defects 

and seeks to achieve excellence at all  stages of the manufacturing process. It tells. „Do  it once  

and   do  it right 

Zero inventories: 

 N o r m a l l y,   i nv e nt o ri e s   a r e   ne e d ed   whe n   t he r e   i s uncertai nty  i n   

supply  of  raw  m aterial s   by   the  outsi de suppliers. Outside suppliers are not reliable and   

most of  the time,  the  do  not  supply  in   time.  Hence,  a   buffer  stock  is necessary, so  

inventory is  essential  to manage the  uncertain availability of  raw materials and   unexpected 

customer order 

Zero Setup time and a  lot size of  one: 

 If  there is  zero setup  time, then  there  is  no  advantage in  producing goods  in  

batches. So  a  single product (a  lot size of one)  can  be  produced since  setup time is  zero. So  

the zero setup time and   a  lot size  of  one  are interrelated. 

Zero lead time: 

 Longer lead  time make the manufacturing system to rely on  forecasts and   anticipation  

of  customer orders. Short  lead time  make  the  manufacturing  s ystem  to  be   adapted  to 

short-term  fluctuations  in   market  demand.  Zero lead   time approach  makes  the  

manufacturing  system  to  operate  with greater flexibility than its competitors 
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